THE DIMENSIONS ON THIS DRAWING ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. PLEASE CONTACT NORTHERN LIGHTS INC., TO BE SURE YOU HAVE THE MOST CURRENT REVISION.

WEIGHT: 27.2 KG (60LB)

OPTIONAL TSC CONTROL PANEL SYSTEM

OPTIONAL COMPOUND MOUNTS

RECOMMENDED DISTANCE FROM BULKHEAD

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DRAWING IS THE SOLE PROPERTY OF NORTHERN LIGHTS. ANY REPRODUCTION IN PART OR AS A WHOLE WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF NORTHERN LIGHTS IS PROHIBITED.

NORTHERN LIGHTS
4420 14th AVE. N.W.
Seattle, WA 98107
(206) 789-3880
www.northern-lights.com

DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES:

ANGULAR:
MACH 0.5
BEND 1.0
X = 1.0

DID NOT SCALE DRAWING
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION

PART   NO.
M773LW3 SOUND SHIELD OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

SEE P/N TABLE D-4463

P/N APPLICATION
05-78610 NLI White 1009-WH12
05-78625 Traffic White RAL 9016

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:1

PART NO.
M773LW3

INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS

P/N APPLICATION
05-78610 NLI White 1009-WH12
05-78625 Traffic White RAL 9016

M773LW3 SOUND SHIELD OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

CONSENTS TO THE USE OF NORTHERN LIGHTS TRADEMARKS OR PATENTS WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF NORTHERN LIGHTS IS PROHIBITED.

MATERIAL
INTERPRET GEOMETRIC TOLERANCING PER: ASME Y14.5M

TITLE:
INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS

NOTE:
E 3.6 HOLES, 4 PLACES

L 2 HOLES, 4 PLACES

N 11.0[4.0] X 15[6.0] SLOTTED HOLES

REFERENCE DOCUMENT:
NORTHERN LIGHTS M773LW3 INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS

PUNCH
05-78610 NLI White 1009-WH12
05-78625 Traffic White RAL 9016

P/N APPLICATION
05-78610 NLI White 1009-WH12
05-78625 Traffic White RAL 9016

OPTIONAL SIPHON BREAK PENETRATION

PLAN VIEW

LEFT SIDE VIEW

REAR VIEW

RIGHT (SERVICE) SIDE VIEW

FRONT VIEW

BOTTOM VIEW

11.0[4.0] X 15[6.0] SLOTTED HOLES
2 HOLES, 4 PLACES
OPTIONAL COMPOUND MOUNTS